We use force-probe microscopy to study the friction force and the adhesive interaction for molecular monolayer self-assembled on both Au probe tips and substrate surfaces. By systematically varying the chemical nature of the end groups on these monolayer we "have, for the first time, delineated the mechanical and chemical origins of molecular-level friction.
, , There has been growing interest recently in the use of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) films as lubricants for such applications as micro-electromechanical machinesl and broad discussion of the details of friction at the molecular level.2 In this letter we report the use of interracial force microscopy to study the mechanical and chemical mechanisms that govern friction forces for alkanethiol SAM films grown on Au surfaces.
The major focus is on the simultaneous measurement of the adhesive and friction forces for SAM-coated probe and sample surfaces. We then systematically alter the chemical nature of the SAM surfaces and tabulate these forces for various combinations of methyl (-CH3) and carboxylic acid (-COOH) end groups. In addition, we alter the orientations by changing the odd-even number of methylene groups in end-group the alkyl backbone. The results allow us to delineate the origins of the friction force starting with a purely mechanical -CH3 vs. -CH3 combination and increasing to the predominantly chemical mechanism involving the making and breaking of inter-and intra-facial bonds.
Furthermore, the results indicate that the odd/even-length effect changes the hydrogen bonding between the end groups from predominantly inter-film to strongly intra-film.
For the present studies we use the interracial force microscope (IFM). This instrument, which has been described in detail elsewhere,3 is distinguished by its use of a force-feedback, self-balancing sensor. The sensor eliminates the mechanical instability seen in the most often used techniques for studying molecular-level friction and adhesion, i. e., the surface forces apparatus4 and the atomic force microscope,5 and is able to make quantitative measurements throughout the entire force range including the attractive-force regime. In addition, since the sensor actually balances the torque applied to the tip, normal and lateral forces can be simultaneously obtained by placing a small lateral In analogy to the water molecule itself, the dipole moment for the -COOH end group is dominated by the presence of oxygen lone pairs. As a result, and from the schematic model of Fig. 1 , it is clear that the even-COOH film will have a higher CPD value, which is our finding.
We now look at the frictional properties in order to separate the mechanical and For the CH~-COOH interactions, the even pair exhibits frictional forces that are only slightly greater than those for the CHq-CH~pair, indicating that its origin is predominantly mechanical. This implies that, as expected, there is no inter-film chemical interaction and the intra-film hydrogen bonding is at best weak. In contrast, the odd -CH-COOH pair shows a significant increase in friction while the level of adhesion stays near that for the CHq-CH~pair. As was suggested by the model of Fig. 1 , this result supports the earlier finding7s9 that the odd-COOH film possesses a significant level of intra-film hydrogen bonding, which would be perturbed under sliding contact. The making and breaking of these bonds during sliding will provide an additional energy-loss mechanism and lead to higher friction.
For the COOH-COOH interactions, the odd pair exhibits much higher frictional forces than the odd CH~-COOH pair, since one more layer of -COOH groups is present at the sliding interface, although the adhesion stays virtually identical. In keeping with this doubling of the bonded layers, the magnitude of the friction force is also very nearly doubled.
In contrast, the even-COOH pair shows a similar level of friction but a considerably increased level of interracial adhesion. As discussed earlier, this strong inter-film chemical interaction results in a similar level of friction in the repulsive regime to that of the odd -COOH pair. In each case the bonding involves both films. However, the rate of the friction increase is greater for the odd pair and its friction-load plot crosses that of the even pair at around 0.6 pN. The clear implication is that the total energy involved in the intra-film bonding for the odd -COOH pair is somewhat larger than that of the even -COOH pair. This could either be the result of stronger hydrogen bonding per molecular pair or to a greater density of bonds across the film surface.
In conclusion, we have used force-probe microscopy to study the friction and adhesive interactions for molecular monolayer self-assembled on both a 
